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LETTER
Mutually Exclusive Procedures in Imperative Languages
Keehang KWON†, Member
SUMMARY To represent mutually exclusive procedures, we
propose a choice-conjunctive declaration statement of the form
uchoo(S,R) where S,R are the procedure declaration statements
within a module. This statement has the following semantics:
request the machine to choose a successful one between S and R.
This statement is useful for representing objects with mutually
exclusive procedures.
We illustrate our idea via Cuchoo, an extension of the core
C with a new statement.
key words: objects, bounded choices, mutual exclusion.
1. Introduction
Despite the attention, imperative languages [5]–[7] have
traditionally lacked mechanisms for representing mutu-
ally exclusive tasks. For example, an object like a coffee
vending machine is in a superposition state of mutu-
ally exclusive procedures, i.e., making a coffee or a tea
and require further interactions to determine their final
task.
To represent objects with mutually exclusive pro-
cedures, we propose to adopt a choice-conjunctive
operator in computability logic [1], [2]. To be spe-
cific, we allow, within a module or class definition, a
choice-conjunctive declaration statement of the form
uchoo(S1, . . . , Sn). This statement has the following
semantics: request the machine to choose a successful
one among S1, . . . , Sn. This statement is useful for rep-
resenting mutually exclusive tasks. Examples include
function overloading or polymorphic procedures. For
example, the switch field, declared as
uchoo(switch == on, switch == off)
indicates that it has two possible values, on and off,
and its final value will be determined at run time by
the machine.
Another example is the sorting procedure.
uchoo(qsort(L) = . . . , heapsort(L) = . . .)
This system is in a superposition state of several pos-
sible implementations and requires the machine to de-
termine its final implementation.
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It can be easily seen that our new statement has
many applications in representing most interactive sys-
tems. The following declaration represents an inter-
active object that requires the machine to choose his
major and the amount of his tuition.
module templeU
uchoo(
major == english; tuition == $2,000,
major == medical; tuition == $4,000,
major == liberal; tuition == $4,000);
with the main program
read(major);
print(tuition);
In the above, the system requests the user to type in
a particular major. If the user types in his major, say,
medical, then the machine tries to select one among
three majors, which leads to a success. After major
== medical is selected, the machine sets his tuition to
$4,000 as well. The machine then prints the value of
the tuition.
This paper focuses on the minimum core of C. This
is to present the idea as concisely as possible. The
remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We
describe the core Java in Section 2. In Section 3, we
present an example of Cuchoo. Section 4 concludes the
paper.
2. The Language
The language is a subset of the core C with procedure
definitions. It is described by G- and D-formulas given
by the syntax rules below:
G ::= true | A | x = v | G;G
D ::= A = G | D;D | ∀x D | uchoo(D1, . . . , Dn)
In the above, A represents a head of an atomic proce-
dure definition of the form p(t1, . . . , tn) or a field defini-
tion of the form x == v where x is a variable and v is a
simple value. A D-formula is called a procedure defini-
tion. Note that a boolean condition is a legal statement
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in our language.
In the transition system to be considered, G-
formulas will function as the main statement, and a
D-formula enhanced with the machine state (a set
of variable-value bindings) will constitute a program.
Thus, a program is a union of two disjoint sets, i.e.,
{D} ∪ θ where D is a D-formula and θ represents the
machine state. Note that θ is initially set to an empty
set and will be updated dynamically during execution
via the assignment statements.
We will present an interpreter via a proof theory.
Note that this interpreter alternates between the exe-
cution phase and the backchaining phase. In the exe-
cution phase (denoted by ex(P , G,P ′)) it tries to exe-
cute a main statement G with respect to a program P
and produce a new program P ′ by reducing G to sim-
pler forms until G becomes an assignment statement
or a procedure call. The rule (9) and (10) deal with
this phase. If G becomes a procedure call or a boolean
condition, the interpreter switches to the backchaining
mode. This is encoded in the rule (8). In the backchain-
ing mode (denoted by bc(D,P , A,P ′)), the interpreter
tries to solve a procedure call A and produce a new pro-
gram P ′ by first reducing a procedure definition D in
a program P to simpler forms (via rule (3),(4),(5),(6))
and then backchaining on the resulting definition (via
rule (1) and (2)). The notation S seqand R denotes
the sequential conjunctive execution of two tasks. To
be precise, it denotes the following: execute S and ex-
ecute R sequentially. It is considered a success if both
executions succeed. Similarly, the notation S parand R
denotes the parallel conjunctive execution of two tasks.
To be precise, it denotes the following: execute S and
execute R in parallel. It is considered a success if both
executions succeed.
Definition 1. Let G be a main statement and let
P be a program. Then the notion of executing
〈P , G〉 successfully and producing a new program P ′–
ex(P , G,P ′) – is defined as follows:
(1) bc((p(t1, . . . , tn) = G1),P , p(t1, . . . , tn),P1) if
ex(P , G1,P1). % A matching procedure for
p(t1, . . . , tn) is found.
(2) bc((x == v) = G1),P , x == v,P1) if
ex(P , G1,P1). % a boolean conditional statement.
(3) bc(∀xD,P , A,P1) if bc([t/x]D,P , A,P1). % argu-
ment passing
(4) bc(D1;D2,P , A,P1) if bc(D1,P , A,P1). %
(5) bc(D1;D2,P , A,P1) if bc(D2,P , A,P1). %
(6) bc(uchoo(D1, . . . , Dn),P , A,P1) if choose a suc-
cessful one bc(Di,P , A,P1)
(7) ex(P , A,P1) if D ∈ P parand bc(D,P , A,P1). %
a procedure call or a boolean condition.
(8) ex(P , true,P). % True is always a success.
(9) ex(P , x = E,P ⊎ {〈x,E′〉}) if eval(P , E,E′). %
the assignment statement. Here, ⊎ denotes a set
union but 〈x, V 〉 in P will be replaced by 〈x,E′〉.
(10) ex(P , G1;G2,P2) if ex(P , G1,P1) seqand ex(P1, G2,
P2). % sequential composition
If ex(P , G,P1) has no derivation, then the machine re-
turns the failure.
3. Examples
As an example, consider a simple smartphone which
performs only two mutually exclusive tasks. The types
of smartphone tasks are 1) play music with the speaker
on, and, 2) sleep with the speaker off. An example of
this object is provided by the following code where the
program P is of the form:
module smartphone
uchoo(speaker == on, speaker == off);
playmusic(x) = speaker == on; play music x hours;
sleep(y) = speaker == off; sleep y hours
and the goal G is of the form:
while true
playmusic(10);
sleep(14);
endwhile;
In the above, the machine plays the music for ten hours
by turning on the speaker. After ten hours of playing,
the machine sleeps for fourteen hours by turning off the
speaker. Then the execution will repeat it again.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, we extend the core C with the addi-
tion of conjunctive statements within a class defini-
tion. This extension allows statements of the form
uchoo(D1, . . . , Dn) where each Di is a definition state-
ment. This statement makes it possible for the core C
to model decision steps from the machine.
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